Transfer Issues Subcommittee
February 3, 2009 Minutes

In attendance: Deanna Abma, Yolanda Chrystal, Jack Sparks, Tom Blair, Carl Jew, Grace Hom, Donna Hayes

1. The minutes for December meeting were approved.

2. The subcommittee approved Donna Hayes to continue as chairperson.

3. Transfer Pages: Deanna passed out copies of the Transfer Pages from the current schedule for review. The subcommittee is interested in making the information easier to read. Yolanda volunteered to review the pages, and send suggestion to Deanna.

4. Transcript Notation: The group discussed the process for adding CSU/UC transferability to the CCSF transcript. It is apparently less complicated to indicate that a course is CSU/UC transferable than to indicate which GE/IGETC area is fulfilled. Carl had brought this issue to the Banner Users Group. Grace, Deanna and Donna will work on a proposal to bring to Academic Policies.

5. Changes in Transfer: There was discussion of upcoming changes in several areas affecting transfer including: CSU assigning local priority in admissions; changes in how IB scores will be accepted at CSU/UC; IGETC having more options for meeting the Language Other Than English requirement.

Next meeting: March 3